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Summary
A-weigghted sound pressure levvel is the most
m
widely used descripptor for evalluating noisee
annoyaance.
However, strong criticism is associatedd with the dB(A) scalee because itt
overcom
mpensates foor the hearingg system’s reeduced sensitiivity at low frequencies. Thus, manyy
authorss claim againsst the using of
o A-weighted
d sound pressuure level for aassessing noise annoyancee
when thhe low frequeency content is
i highly dom
minant since dB(A)
d
units doo not give a trrue picture off
the annnoyance poteential for low
w frequency noises.
n
For this reason, a listening test
t
has beenn
conduccted with thee goal of: (i) analyzing th
he conveniennce of using the A-weigh
hted scale forr
evaluatting sound ennvironments characterized
c
by the physiccal dominancce of low freq
quency noise;;
and (ii) analyzing and
a quantifyinng the difference in audibbility and perrceived annoy
yance amongg
broad-bband low freqquency (LF), medium freq
quency (MF) and high freequency (HF) noises. Thee
obtaineed results sugggest that the A-weighting filter properlly describes tthe differencee in perceivedd
annoyaance between LF and MF noises,
n
but so
ome improvem
ments have too be undertakeen in order too
addresss a better desscription of thhe differencess in perceivedd annoyance between both
h MF and LF
F
noises and HF noisees.
PACS no. 43.50.Qp, 43..50.Rq, 43.50.Lj

1.

Introoduction1

Under the typical circculation dynnamics in urrban
environmennts, becauuse of the
t
prevaiiling
contributionn of enginne noise, low frequeency
content hass been foundd as (at least to some exttent)
physically dominant
d
[1--2].
Although thhe A-weightted sound leevel is the main
m
indicator foor quantifyinng the annooyance of rooadtraffic noisse, the dB(A
A) scale hass been stronngly
criticized siince it overccompensatess for the heaaring
system’s reeduced sensittivity at low
w frequenciess [34]. Thus, it is claaimed that when the low
c
is highly
h
dominant the dB
B(A)
frequency content
unit does not
n give a truue picture of the annoyaance
potential foor low frequeency noise [55]. Howeveer, in
Alayrac et al. [6] the A-weighted
A
s
sound
level was
proved to be adequatte for assesssing perceived
annoyance evoked by loow-frequenccy noises.
1

(c) European Acoustics
A
Assoociation



Thee disparity of results ffound in th
he literaturee
regaarding the contributioon of low
w frequencyy
con
ntent to the perceived
p
annnoyance or the relativee
imp
portance of each
e
frequenncy range (lo
ow, mid andd
high
h frequenciies) on thee prediction
n of noisee
ann
noyance leadds to the lackk of consensu
us as for thee
use of A-weighhting for asseessing road traffic
t
noise..
Thu
us, some studies
s
sugggest that sounds withh
sim
milar A-weigghted sound pressure levels aree
percceived as louuder and moore annoying
g the greaterr
theiir low frequeency contentt is [4,7]. Nevertheless,
N
,
Verrsfeld et al. [8]
[ found thaat the differeence in levell
betw
ween the hiigh frequenccy content and
a the low
w
freq
quency content as a higghly influenttial factor inn
exp
plaining percceived annooyance, so that soundss
con
ntaining relattively much high frequeency contentt
werre judged ass being morre annoying
g than thosee
hav
ving relativeely much low frequen
ncy content..
Alsso, Torija annd Flindell [99] demonstraated that thee
phy
ysical dominnance of loow frequenccy in urbann
road
d traffic nooise does nnot lead to
o subjectivee
pred
dominance (perceived
(
annnoyance).
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For these reasons, this work is aimed at analyzing
the performance of the A-weighting for assessing
the road traffic noise annoyance under indoor
conditions, where the low frequency content is
physically dominant.
Also, the audibility
threshold and the annoyance evoked by wide-band
low- (LF), mid- (MF) and high-frequency (HF)
noises is quantified.

2.

Methods

2.1.

Experiment 1: Indoor conditions

A 12.5 s master recording of continuous urban
main road traffic noise (LAeq = 69 dBA) was
chosen as the basis for all the stimuli used in this
experiment. The recorded master sound were
carefully selected to avoid any extraneous noise
sources other than continuous steady road traffic
background noise with up to 5 individual vehicles
being identifiable from time to time within the
overall 12.5 second duration, but not prominent in
the overall sound level time history. A filter for
simulating the sound transmission through a
window was applied. This filter was built using
the values reported by Quirt [10] for a double 3mm thick glazing, with an interpane spacing of 3
mm.
After that, another filter was applied to
simulate the reverberation effect (reverberation
time = 0.5) of a typical medium-sized room. This
filter was applied by using the software Sound
Forge Pro 10.0.
The test sounds for this experiment were produced
by boosting or cutting the LF (20-250 Hz), MF
(315-2000 Hz) and HF (3150-20000 Hz) ranges.
A low pass shelf filter and a high pass shelf filter
were applied with – 9dB, -3 dB, + 3dB and +9 dB
relative gain setting to synthesize the 8 filtered
sound used in this test. The low pass shelf filter
cut-off frequency was 315 Hz with a 0.1 octave
transition.
The high pass shelf filter cut-off
frequency was 250 Hz with a 0.1 octave transition.
The amplifier gain in the listening room was set so
that the reference sound would play back at its
corresponding sound level (LAeq = 50 dBA), and all
the test sounds were then reproduced without
changing the overall gain setting.
Before starting the listening experiment, the aims
and procedures were carefully explained to the
listeners.
The relative magnitude estimation
(RME) method was used for evaluating the test
sounds.
For each test and condition, the
participants were required to record their
subjective impressions by comparing the target
stimuli to the reference sound, as to two subjective
attributes: perceived loudness and perceived

annoyance. It should be noted that a value of 100
was given to the reference sound as to both
perceived loudness and annoyance. For each
stimulus, the evaluation required 12.5 seconds for
the reference sound and 12.5 seconds for the target
sound with a 1 second gap between the two sounds
and an allowance of 10 seconds for questionnaire
completion. The order of presentation of the target
sound was fully randomized.
2.2.

Experiment 2: Audibility and perceived
annoyance

In this experiment an 8 s master recording of the
passing-by of an urban bus (LAeq = 68 dBA) was
chosen as the basis for all the test sounds. This
sound was selected because of its important
content in LF (engine noise), MF (rolling noise)
and HF (gas exhaust noise). This master sound
was filtered into three components: (i) LF sound,
where a high pass shelf filter (cut-off frequency =
250 Hz) was applied for subtracting MF and HF
components; (ii) MF sound, where a low pass shelf
filter (cut-off frequency = 315 Hz) and a high pass
shelf filter (cut-off frequency = 2000 Hz) was
applied for subtracting the LF and HF components;
(iii) HF sound, where a low pass shelf filter (cutoff frequency = 2500 Hz) was applied for
subtracting the LF and MF components. These
three test sounds were normalized at 70 dB.
In the audibility threshold task, for each frequency
range, the test sounds were reproduced
simultaneously along with a 70 dB pink noise
(LAeq = 67 dBA). Thus, the test sounds were
varied in level from 50 dB (-20 dB ref to pink
noise) to 74 dB (+4 dB ref to pink noise) in steps
of 2 dB. At varying the level of the test sounds,
the listener was asked to indicate when he/she was
able to detect the road traffic sound.
In the perceived annoyance task, for each
frequency range, the test sounds were reproduced
along with a reference sound (70 dB pink noise),
with their sound level ranging from 55 (-15 dB ref
to pink noise) dB to 95 dB (+25 dB ref to pink
noise) in steps of 5 dB. In this case, the listeners
heard the reference sound and after a 2 s gap they
heard an test sound. Once heard both sounds, the
listeners were asked to indicate whether the road
traffic test sound was perceived as less, equally or
more annoying than the reference sound. This
process was repeated, randomly varying the level
of the test sound until the listener reported the test
sound as equally annoying than the reference
sound.
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Partiicipants

Sixteen aduult listeners took part in
i this listenning
trial. All listeners were
w
requirred to confirm
normal heaaring ability. The participants were paid
p
a thank youu gift as induucement to taake part.
2.4.

Equiipment

The listenning trials were conducted inn a
soundprooffed room at the University of
Southamptoon. All auddio signals (..wav files) were
w
generated via
v a mainsstream laptoop with a good
g
quality soound card, and then sent to the
loudspeakerrs via a small high qualiity audio mixxing
console. The
T test souunds were reeproduced via
v 2
high-qualityy loudspeakers (Behringger Truth model
B2031A). The reprodduced sounnd levels were
w
calibrated immediately
i
y before eacch trial usinng a
class 1 sounnd level metter (Norsonicc Environmeental
Analyser type
t
121, with
w
a Norsonic free-ffield
microphonee type 12225) with thhe microphhone
placed at thhe positionss which wouuld be occuppied
by the listeener’s head. The ampplifier gain was
checked beffore each trial using a reeference 80 dBA
d
pink noise .wav file siggnal reproduuced throughh the
same system
m.

e
stimuluus.
Figure 1. Peerceived annnoyance for each

3.

Results

3.1..

Experim
ment 1: Indoor condition
ns

In Figure 1 iss shown the relationsh
hip betweenn
percceived annooyance and tthe filter settting for thee
LF and the MH
HF regions. It is found that despitee
of the
t greater relative
r
diffeerence (comp
pared to thee
refeerence sounnd) in percceived anno
oyance withh
incrreases in filtter setting foor LF region
n (especiallyy
in – 9 dB and + 9 dB) than with the sam
me increasess
in filter
f
setting for MHF reggion, a simillar tendencyy
is observed
o
foor both freqquency regio
ons. Thesee
find
dings seem
ms to indiccate that under
u
thesee
con
nditions, higgh physical dominance of the LF
F
con
ntent, the variations
v
inn the LF content aree
marrginally dom
minant in exxplaining differences inn
percceived annooyance, butt also thatt the MHF
F
con
ntent should be
b still takenn into accoun
nt.
Figure 2 showss the linear relationship
p (R2-value))
betw
ween the A--, C- and D
D-weighted sound
s
levelss
and
d the perceiived annoyaance. Becaause of thee
oveerestimation of the subjeective imporrtance of thee
LF content, thee C- and D-w
weighting sccales are nott
ablee to properlyy describe thhe variation in
i perceivedd
ann
noyance withh increases in filter settin
ng for MHF
F
regiions. Meaanwhile, witth the use of the A-weiighting scaale the vaariation in perceivedd
ann
noyance withh increases iin filter settiing for bothh
LF and MHF reegions is apppropriately described.
d
Thu
us, despite of
o the great physical do
ominance off
the LF content under indooor condition
ns, the MHF
F
con
ntent is founnd as a factoor to be con
nsidered forr
exp
plaining the differences
d
iin perceived annoyance.
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Figure 2. Linear relationships for each frequency
weighting evaluated. Filled symbols correspond to
MHF filter gain and unfilled symbols to LF filter
gain.

Because of its characteristics, the A-weighting
scale is able to describe in a more appropriate way
the differences as to the subjective importance
between the LF and the MHF content.

3.2.

Table I. Audibility threshold, perceived annoyance
and sensation level for each frequency region.

LF
MF
HF

Audibility
Threshold
-9.38
-11.63
-12.75

Perceived
Annoyance
16.25
5.31
0.31

Sensation
Level
25.63
16.94
13.06

Experiment 2: Audibility and perceived
annoyance

As showed by the Table I, the differences in
audibility threshold among the three frequency
regions, as referred to 70 dB pink noise, ranges
between ~ 2 dB (LF-MF) and ~ 3.5 dB (LF-HF).
As for the perceived annoyance, the differences
among frequency regions notably increase, so that
an average increment of ~ 11 dB (LF-MF) and ~
16 dB (LF-HF) is observed. These data suggest
that the audibility threshold, which is rather
similar, is not an influential factor for explaining
the observed differences as to perceived
annoyance. Based on these findings, an equalsensation level relationship among LF, MF and HF
regions is suggested. It should be noted that the
sensation level corresponds to the perceived
annoyance as referred to the audibility threshold.

In Table II, the differences in sound level reported
by the listeners for perceiving the LF, MF and HF
filtered test sounds as equally-annoying is
expressed using the A-, C- and D-weighting. As
observed in Table II, the difference as to perceived
annoyance between LF and MF is better described
by the A-weighting than by the C and D
weightings.
However, among the evaluated
frequency weightings, the best filter for describing
the difference in perceived annoyance between
MF-HF and LF-HF is the D-weighting.
Based on the results of this experiment could be
suggested that, a frequency filter derived from the
A- and D-weighting could enable a more precise
description of the relationship as to perceived
annoyance among wide-band LF, MF and HF
sounds.
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Table II. Differences in sound level among equally-annoying perceived frequency filtered sounds for
each frequency weighting evaluated.
Differences between
frequency ranges
LF-MF
MF-HF
LF-HF

4.

A-weighting

C-weighting

D-weighting

-0.95
3.51
2.56

10.53
5.91
16.44

3.06
-1.49
1.57

Conclusions

This work presents the results of two listening
experiments which are aimed at analyzing the
performance of the A-weighting for describing
road traffic noise annoyance. In light of the
obtained results can be concluded that: (i) at low
sound levels (around 50 dBA) and with LF content
physically dominant (indoor conditions) the Aweighting outperforms C and D weightings in
explaining the variance of the annoyance as
perceived by the listeners, since C and D filters
overestimate the contribution of LF; (ii) at higher
sound levels (around 68 dBA) the A-weighting
properly describes the differences in perceived
annoyance between
LF
and
MF, but
underestimates the contribution of the HF content.
In this case, the D-weighting is the filter that gives
the best description of the differences in perceived
annoyance between both LF-HF and MF-HF. For
this reason, a new frequency filter built from the A
and D weightings could be proposed in order to
enable a better description of the differences in
perceived annoyance among wide-band LF, MF
and HF road traffic sounds.
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